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‘Morrissey takes us on a haunting
journey through mid-19th-century
London. . . . The novel becomes an
engrossing mystery and more than
simple historical fiction . . . A wonderful
read.’
— Anne Drolet, North American Review

I

n the novel An Untimely Frost, or The Authoress,
set in 1830s London, American author

Jefferson Wheelwright seeks out the reclusive
English novelist Margaret T. Haeley, creator of
Dunkelraum’s monster and widow of the poet
Stephen Haeley. The story is inspired by Washington
Irving’s rumored courtship of Mary Shelley, author
of Frankenstein. The book also includes the author’s
essay “Researching the Rhythms of Voice” (first
published in Glimmer Train Press’s Writers Ask
series) and discussion questions, ideal for book club
and classroom discussions.
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Ted Morrissey’s most recent
novels are Mrs Saville (Manhattan Book Award) and Crowsong
for the Stricken (International
Book Award and American
Fiction Award). His novel excerpts, short stories, poems,
critical articles, reviews, and
translations have appeared in

‘There are moments of true
brilliance in An Untimely Frost. It
reads like it was written by a postmodernist emulating Henry James,
which proves to be an intriguing
combination . . . in turns funny and
harrowing.’
— William Wright,
Chicago Book Review
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